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Part I 

Item No: 0 
Main author: Jack Carson 
Executive Member: Stephen Boulton 
Handside Ward 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET – 7TH APRIL 2020 
REPORT OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR (RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT AND 
CULTURAL SERVICES) 

INTRODUCTION OF RESIDENT PERMIT PARKING SCHEMES, PARKING PLACES 
AND OTHER WAITING RESTRICTIONS, TOGETHER WITH A VERGE PROTECTION 
ORDER IN VARIOUS ROADS, HANDSIDE WARD, WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 In April 2018, the Council undertook a parking survey with residents and 
businesses in Handside, Welwyn Garden City. This followed on from work 
already completed in the Longcroft Lane and Parkway areas of the Ward. The 
scope of the survey took in all roads to the west of Parkway and extended south 
from Brockswood Lane to its boundary with Lemsford Lane. The purpose of the 
survey was to engage with residents and businesses in seeking their views on 
parking options for the area.  

1.2 Of the responses received, a number cited non-residential long stay parking eg 
commuters, local workers etc. as responsible for creating parking pressure in 
their roads. The parking survey form offered residents a number of options to 
choose from; including yellow line waiting restrictions and resident permit 
parking schemes. Also included was the option ‘Do Nothing’ – leave things as 
they are. Residents were also given the opportunity to determine on which days 
and times they would like their restrictions to operate. The survey returns 
indicated a particularly high demand for resident permit parking (RPPS) 
schemes in the Guessens and Stanborough areas. A number of other 
responses also specifically related to safety concerns around schools. As part 
of this survey, residents were also asked to provide details of where they 
thought additional parking provision might be provided. 

1.3 Three separate schemes from this survey were progressed to the formal stage. 
A further two schemes have been added from other locations, to address issues 
which became apparent during the schemes monitoring period. The relocation 
and expansion of a general practice surgery to Birdcroft Road, and a request for 
additional junction protection in the Longcroft Green area have also been 
included in this Order. The  six schemes in total are listed as follows; 

 Stanborough Mews -  Junction Protection (Double Yellow Lines) 

 Birdcroft Road – Shared use Parking Bays 

 Applecroft Road – Waiting Restrictions 

 Guessens Area – Resident Permit Parking Scheme 

 Stanborough Area – Resident Permit Parking Scheme 
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 Verge Protection Order – Remainder of Handside as described above 

1.4 The initial consultation and follow up letters also included the information that all 
properties would be consulted at a later date on a proposal to create a Verge 
Protection Order (VPO) to prevent parking on grass verges, other green areas, 
dropped kerbs and footways (pavements).  

1.5 After discussions with Hertfordshire County Council, roads in which one or more 
sides do not have a footpath, parking will be permitted on the extended dropped 
kerb. There are some in Handside, an example of this is Elmwood. As there is 
no footpath, there is no obstruction to pedestrians which is one of the main 
reasons for introducing a VPO. 

1.6 The Council continue to receive many complaints from across the borough, 
concerning vehicles who park on the verge and footways, causing damage 
and/or obstruction. The introduction of a VPO will provide the Civil Enforcement 
Officers with a more effective and robust means of enforcement, enabling them 
to issue a penalty charge notice at the time of the offence. 

1.7 This report sets out the results of the informal consultation, the statutory 
consultation and the recommended course of action.  

1.8 A number of objections have been received relating to the proposed orders 
which are set out below in Paragraph 4. A full list of the objections are 
contained within Appendices A, B, C & D - see table below for list of objections 
pertaining to each scheme. 

Scheme Title No of Objections 

Stanborough Mews Nil 

Birdcroft Road Nil 

Applecroft Road Four 

Guessens Area RPPS Six 

Stanborough Area RPPS Thirteen 

Verge Protection Order Six 

 

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 “The Borough of Welwyn Hatfield (Various Roads, Handside, Welwyn Garden 
City) (Restriction of Waiting, Parking Places and Permit Parking Zones) Order 
2019”  

That the Panel considers the objections received in Para 4 and in addition the 
issues raised in Section 15 around equalities and diversity. Having considered all 
the detailed issues in this report including any proposed mitigating actions; 
recommends to Cabinet to proceed with the creation of the amended traffic 
regulation order (Appendix H) excluding Marsden Green and Marsden Close, 
from the proposed Permit Zone A13, for the reasons set out in this report. 
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2.2 “The Borough of Welwyn Hatfield (Various Roads, Handside, Welwyn 
Garden City) (Prohibition of Stopping and Waiting on Verge or Footway) 
Order 2020  

That the Panel considers the objections received in Para 4 and in addition the 
issues raised in Section 15 around equalities and diversity. Having considered all 
the detailed issues in this report including any proposed mitigating actions; 
recommends to Cabinet to proceed with the creation of this traffic regulation 
order (Appendix G) for the reasons set out in this report. 

3 Explanation  

3.1 Stanborough Mews 

 Parking Services received information from the Stanborough Mews Management 
Company to the effect that the entrance to their properties was being blocked by 
parked vehicles around the junction, reducing visibility splays and leading to 
reported near-miss collisions. Additional double yellow line junction protection is 
proposed at this location. All affected properties have been notified of these 
proposals. 

 No objections have been received. 

3.2 Birdcroft Road 

 In 2019 the Garden City Practice relocated its surgery from Guessens Road to 
the former Health Clinic in Birdcroft Road. The expansion of this facility resulted 
in additional parking pressure on surrounding roads. A resident permit parking 
scheme (Zone A09) is already in existence in Birdcroft Road.  

 On 31st October 2019, Parking Services sent a letter to all properties in Birdcroft 
Road (incl St Bonaventure’s Church and the Garden City Practice) proposing to 
insert two shared use parking bays in Birdcroft Road to increase the parking 
provision for patients visiting the Surgery. The restriction would allow visitors to 
park for 2hrs, No return within 2 hrs, whereas Zone A09 permit holders could 
park with no time limitation. 

 Following advertisement of the proposals in December 2019, a letter was 
subsequently received from a resident of Birdcroft Road, countersigned by 
several other residents in Birdcroft Road (See background papers Appendix E). 
It was their opinion the proposed 2 hr waiting period was excessive; it would 
allow shopper parking for WGC Town Centre and not achieve its intended 
purpose. 

 On 15th January 2020, Parking Services issued a Notice proposing to modify the 
Order, the effect of the modification would be to reduce the waiting period from 2 
hrs to 1hr to maximise the availability of parking for the adjacent surgery. Letters 
were delivered to all affected properties and notices erected in the locality. The 
letter allowed residents a 14 day period to make further representations. 

 No objections have been received to the Notice of Modification. 

 See Modification Notice No 2   (Appendix F) 
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3.3      Applecroft Road 

Responses to the initial survey of April 2018 highlighted several problems in this 
area; split between the parking patterns involving Applecroft Primary School and 
several reported collisions and near misses at the junction of Applecroft Road 
and Handside Lane. The junction is governed by Give Way lines on both the east 
and west approaches. Through traffic along Handside Lane has right of way and 
is unimpeded. 

A number of restrictions currently exist around the Primary School, namely 
double yellow lines – no waiting at any time, no waiting Mon-Sat 9am-11am, no 
waiting Mon-Sat 8am-6pm, no stopping on school entrance markings (Zig zag 
lines), Mon-Fri 8am-5pm, and a split restriction of no waiting Mon-Fri, 8.30-
9.30am & 3-4pm.  

There is no footway provision on the southwest kerbline (School side); 
consequently all traffic tends to park on the northeast kerbline where most of the 
residential properties are located. Between Nos 6-20 and 30-34 are two sections 
with unrestricted parking. The present layout has remained unchanged since 
2001. A number of white H-Bar access protection markings are in situ, some 
incorrectly placed. Nb – it is a Hertfordshire County Council directive that H-Bar 
markings are not deployed outside schools to ease pick up and drop off time. 

Due to the differing number of waiting restrictions in place, it was widely reported 
that journeys to and from school had become somewhat chaotic. Many vehicles 
were competing for place in the unrestricted areas leading to acute congestion. 
Reported abuse of the restrictions was commonplace and long stay parking from 
non-residents was reported in the unrestricted areas. 

To free up these areas, a letter was sent to residents in November 2018 
proposing that the hitherto unrestricted sections be subject of a Mon-Sat 9am-
11am to discourage long term non-residential parking and free up more capacity 
for the school run traffic. The proposals were not well received with numerous 
objections to the loss of the unrestricted parking, albeit that all the properties 
concerned already benefit from varying degrees of off-street parking. 

A further review of the proposals was undertaken with the objective of simplifying 
the restrictions around the school. New proposals were drafted which retain 
parking opposite the school on the northeast kerbline. To prevent the possibility 
of double parking, additional double yellow lines are proposed directly outside the 
school to complement the zig zag markings already in place. The split am/pm 
restrictions have been removed to be replaced by no waiting Mon-Fri 9am-11am. 
A number of residents had requested the restrictions do not extend to Saturdays. 
The new restrictions should alleviate congestion, remove any long stay parking 
and smooth out the school run traffic, particularly in the afternoons. 

Four Objections to this scheme have been received which are summarised below 
in Paragraph 4. The full list of objections are contained within Appendix A 

 

 

3.4     Guessens Area 
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Due to its close proximity to the town centre, the Guessens area attracts a high 
level of non-residential parking, attributed to commuters, local workers and 
shoppers. Over the years many residents have enquired as to the possibility of 
resident permit parking and the responses to the 2018 survey supported this. 
See Table below: 

 

No Properties Consulted – 275   No of Replies – 133 (48%) 

Reports were also received of non-residential parking having crept in to the      
off-street parking areas serving the southern section of Guessens Road. 
Sections of both Russellcroft Road and Guessens Road are presently served by 
limited waiting parking bays (Mon-Sat, 8am-6pm, 1hr, no return within 1hr). 
Separate requests have been received to convert these areas to permit bays and 
also to extend the waiting period to 2hrs. Additional requests were also received 
from residents in Russellcroft Road west of the junction with Handside Lane, for 
permit parking, as the current 9am-11am restriction was no longer effective. 

Taking in to consideration of the above, the council proposed to create a new 
resident permit parking area (Zone A12 – Permit Parking, Mon-Sat, 8am-6pm). 
The zone will extend along Guessens Road from its junction with Guessens 
Court to its junction with Handside Lane. It is further proposed to convert the 
existing 1hr waiting bays to shared use bays (Permit Parking Zone A12, or 2hrs, 
no return within 2hrs).  

Additional shared use bays are proposed for the northern end of Guessens Road 
to cater for a day care nursery at this location and to provide additional visitor 
parking for Guessens Walk. Further bays are also proposed for Russellcroft 
Road to the west of Handside Lane. Two of these bays are to be located on the 
southern kerbline due to the curvature of the road and the necessity to provide 
adequate visibility splays for vehicles travelling in each direction. 

An extra shared use bay has been allotted to the side of the Girl Guide Hut to 
cater for the hire of the Hall to daytime visitors. 

Early in the consultation process, the council received representations from 
residents in Homerfield and Russellcroft Road to extend the proposed double 
yellow lines further into Homerfield and to insert a further length opposite the 
junction in Russellcroft Road. The Council have incorporated this into the 
proposals. 

The other main problems reported in the Guessens area are associated with the 
various junctions along its length, most of which have only have a single yellow 
line, limited waiting restriction which operated Mon-Sat. Junction protection 
(double yellow lines) are proposed for these locations. The junction of Guessens 
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Road and Russellcroft Road has posed particular problems, particularly on 
Sundays, when the single yellow line restrictions do not apply and they are 
vulnerable to shopper parking. The new junction protection should help in this 
regard and the existing parking bays in Russellcroft Road to the east of the 
junction with Guessens Road are to be shortened; to provide an escape bay in 
the centre and address the potential conflict between oncoming vehicles. 

During the formal stage of the consultation, a petition was received from eleven 
(out of twelve) residents in Farm Close and ten residents in Guessens Road who 
park in Farm Close and parking areas at either side. They were objecting to the 
proposed resident parking permit scheme operating on a Saturday. As you can 
see in the above table the responses from resident’s was three for Mon-Fri and 
two for Mon-Sat. The reason officers included this road in the formal proposals to 
operate Mon-Sat was due to the limited parking available in Farm Close and 
response was very close. In addition, as the majority response from the 
surrounding roads opted for the restriction to operate on a Saturday, there was a 
significant risk that non-residents would become aware of this ‘gap’ in the 
restrictions and start parking here. Also, residents in other roads who may not 
need parking close to their homes Mon-Fri, but would on a Saturday may use this 
road and parking area as a way of not purchasing a permit. 

Following the formal advertisement of these proposals, additional representations 
have been made in relation to the Guessens scheme. The first relates to the 
approach to the archway entrance in Guessens Court. It was reported that the 
parking of vehicles in this area obstructed the archway entrance and made 
access difficult, particularly so for emergency vehicles. Additional double yellow 
line protection is therefore proposed for this location. 

See Modification Notice No1 (Appendix F) 

The other representation concerned the junction of Guessens Road and 
Russellcroft Road. Reports were received of crossover collisions occurring partly 
due to parked vehicles near to the junction. A request was received to extend the 
junction protection on this arm of the junction. The Council have incorporated this 
into the proposals. 

See modification Notice No3 (Appendix F) 

In each of the above cases, letters were sent to all affected properties with a 14 
day period to respond and notices erected in the locality. No objections have 
been received to either of the above Modification Notices. 

A total of six objections have been received in relation to the proposed Guessens 
area scheme which are summarised in Paragraph 4 below. The full list of 
objections are contained within Appendix B 

 

 

 

3.5     Stanborough Area 
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          Survey responses from the Stanborough area highlighted a similar demand for 
resident permit parking. See Table below: 

           

 

           No of Properties consulted – 419   No of replies – 147 (35%)  

           The majority response from residents in Colgrove, Hobbs Way, Stanborough 
Green and Marsden Road was for resident permit parking. Residents in 
Springfields were undecided therefore additional letters were sent out seeking a 
further response, particularly in view of the fact how surrounding roads had 
chosen so far. A number of letters were subsequently received tipping opinion in 
favour of permit parking.  

           With Springfields now included in the scheme, attention was focused on Marsden 
Green and Marsden Close. Once more opinion was inconclusive. However, the 
council made a conscious decision to include these roads within the permit 
scheme. This was due to experience elsewhere which had proven their omission 
would leave them highly vulnerable to parking displacement from neighbouring 
roads. Therefore the council proposed to include these roads in the new resident 
permit parking area (Zone A13 – Permit parking, Mon-Sat, 8am-6pm) 

           Located within Marsden Green, Springfield House is a Council managed 
retirement housing complex. There is limited parking for residents and visitors to 
the front and side of the premises. A recreation lounge is located within the 
facility which hosts a number of activities for residents and visitors. Residents of 
the complex have reported the parking area to the side of the facility is regularly 
used as overflow parking by other non-residents and further reduces their 
capacity. In view of this, the council included this parking area within the 
proposed resident permit scheme. 

           Following the formal advertisement of these proposals, a letter of objection was 
received with a total of twelve signatures attached (See background papers 
Appendix E). A further 4 letters of objection were received independently. All 
were from non-residents and were in fact members of the University of the Third 
Age (U3A).  

 

Their particular concern was that the inclusion of Springfield House in the permit 
scheme would prohibit their use of the facility for U3A activities. U3A have 
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several groups within Welwyn Hatfield, including some in roads in which a permit 
scheme is in operation. Arrangements have been made at these centres allowing 
Group organisers the opportunity to purchase Visitor Vouchers at the discounted 
rate. The same arrangement will be offered to Springfield House, Guessens Hall 
and any other facility which may come to notice during this and future 
consultations. 

           An additional petition has been received by the Council specifically relating to 
Marsden Green and Marsden Close (See background papers Appendix E). 
There are 64 signed names and addresses appended to the petition, all but 6 
being residents of Marsden Green and Marsden Close. Their claim is centred on 
their feedback that these roads are not used by non-residents and that their 
exclusion would not result in future risk to residents’ health and safety or street 
congestion. 

           Whereas the opinion of Officers hold the contrary to be true, in view of the weight 
of residents’ opinion on this matter, the council are prepared to exclude both 
Marsden Green and Marsden Close from the proposed Permit Parking Zone 
A13.  Nb – Springfield House will remain within the scheme, for the reasons 
mentioned earlier. 

           Should the permit parking proposals for neighbouring roads proceed to 
implementation, reports will be monitored for the following 6 months. Should any 
change in parking patterns highlight the fact that both Marsden Green and 
Marsden Close have suffered as a result, the council would accept information 
whereby majority opinion is then in favour of inclusion in the scheme; allowing 
the Council the opportunity to expedite an amendment to the Traffic Regulation 
Order to include them in Zone A13 – Permit parking, Mon-Sat, 8am-6pm. 

           In common with similar locations in the Guessens Area, certain garage blocks 
already identified with non-residential parking and others at risk have been 
included in the proposed permit parking area. 

           Additional parking pressure was also reported due to the proximity of 
Stanborough Park, Gosling Stadium and Stanborough School. All junctions 
carrying a single yellow line restriction will now benefit from upgraded junction 
protection (double yellow lines). Additional locations in need of similar treatment 
have been identified by residents and included at their request.   

A total of 13 objections have been received to the Stanborough Area scheme 
which are summarised in Paragraph 4 below. The full list of objections are 
contained within Appendix C 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6     Verge Protection Order (VPO) 
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A VPO covers the limits of the public highway, extending from the centre of the 
road to the highway boundary, which in many cases is the boundary of the 
private property. This could include the verge and/or footway, together with 
vehicle crossovers. Yellow line waiting restrictions also share the same boundary 
during the days and times they operate.  

Vehicle crossovers are constructed specifically as a means of access across a 
verge from the carriageway of a road, to a private driveway or private parking 
place. Verges can also include ornamental grassed areas. Approximately 2000 
properties will be covered by the proposed Verge Protection Order. 

There are a number of exemptions specifically in relation to parking on vehicle 
crossovers; including: 

a) To enable goods to be loaded or unloaded, 

b) To enable passengers to board or alight, and unload luggage, 

c) Medical practitioners, carers etc making house calls, 

d) Furniture removals 

e) Delivery or collection of postal packets 

          Blue badges holder may also park in these areas for a period not exceeding 3hrs.  

A total of six objections have been received to the Verge Protection Order which 
are summarised in Paragraph 4 below. The full list of objections are contained 
within Appendix D. 

 

3.7 Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) 

          On the 18th December 2019, a public Notice of Intention proposing “The Borough 
of Welwyn Hatfield (Various Roads, Handside, Welwyn Garden City) 
(Restriction of Waiting, Parking Places and Permit Parking Zones) Order 
2019” was advertised in the Welwyn Hatfield Times.  

          On the 12th February 2020, a public Notice of Intention proposing “The Borough 
of Welwyn Hatfield (Various Roads, Handside, Welwyn Garden City) 
(Prohibition of Stopping and Waiting on Verge or Footway) Order 2020 was 
advertised in the Welwyn Hatfield Times 

           On each occasion notices were erected in the length of roads affected and letters 
delivered to residents and businesses. Plans illustrating the proposals for each 
Order are attached to this report. See Appendix G. 

 

 

4 Objections 
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4.1 There are four objections pertaining to the proposed restrictions for Applecroft 
Road.  

See Appendix A 

Below is a summary of the grounds for objection. 

a) Keep some areas on the north kerb free and some with restrictions 
during term time only. 

b) Introduce traffic calming measures and appoint a Crossing Patrol. 

c) The new proposed plans penalise residents who have more than one 
car. Permit parking for residents would be a better solution. 

d) Where the H-Bars are to be removed, replace these with double yellow 
lines. Parents blocking resident driveways is a significant problem 

e) Residents will not be able to leave their cars outside their house 
resulting in increased parking pressure on surrounding roads. 

f) A road free from parked cars will increase the vehicle speed. The road 
is heavily used as a cut through from Valley Road to Parkway. 

g) Introduce a 20mph zone 

4.2 The reasons for moving forward with the Applecroft Road restrictions are as   
follows: 

4.2.1 Responses to 4.1 

a) This is the situation at present. Parents struggle to find a parking space 
in the unrestricted areas. 

b) It is the responsibility of the County Council to employ such measures. 

c) The parking survey gave no clear indication that residents wished 
permit parking. 

d) There is existing legislation to address parking in front of dropped kerbs 
without recourse to yellow line restrictions. 

e) There is unrestricted parking in surrounding roads. 

f) The proposed restriction is 2hrs in length and comes into operation 
once the morning peak period is over. 

g) This is a matter for the County Council to consider. 
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4.3 There are six objections pertaining to the proposed restrictions for the 
Guessens Area. 

See Appendix B 

Below is a summary of the grounds for objection. 

a) There is nowhere for visitors to park, so they would have to park in the 
town centre. 

b) There is no need to have this restriction 8am-6pm and I definitely 
disagree with Saturdays. 

c) As the Doctor’s surgery has now closed, there is no need for this 
parking bay. 

d) What is the risk to me as of the charge for permits being increased 
dramatically year on year?  

e) I am concerned that the new double yellow lines on the Guessens / 
Russelcroft Road junction will not be properly monitored. 

f) Most Town Centres are suffering through a lack of footfall. This scheme 
will contribute to this. 

g) To date residents of off-street parking areas have not experienced 
serious parking problems, 

h) Why not consider a 9am-11am restriction instead? 

i) St Francis Church has a small car park. Where will funeral mourners 
and wedding guests park? 

j) Carers rush their visits to avoid a penalty charge notice. My father 
would have to pay for four visits a day which is exorbitant. 

k) There are insufficient numbers of car parking spaces compared with 
flats with cars (Guessens Court). A space cannot be guaranteed 
therefore undermining the scheme. 

l) The letter refers to ‘Notice of Intention’, whereas elsewhere you refer to 
‘consultation’, these comments are contradictory. 

m) The proposal to retain a hatched out area to maintain access is 
unsatisfactory. Double yellow lines are required. (Guessens Road Off-
street parking area to the rear of Nos 56-62 Parkway) 
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4.4 The reasons for moving forward with the Guessens Area restrictions are as   
follows: 

4.4.1 Responses to 4.3 

a) Visitors may park anywhere in Permit Zone A12. 

b) The majority opinion of roads in the proposed zone is for a Monday to 
Saturday restriction. 

c) The bay is required to service users of the daycare nursery and to 
provide additional parking for visitors to Guessens Walk. 

d) Year on year permit charge increases have never occurred since the 
introduction of resident permit parking schemes in 2010. 

e) Enforcement now takes place on Sundays and any new restrictions 
receive extra attention. Contact details for the Civil Enforcement Team 
will be provided by letter. 

f) Shared use parking bays are a feature of this scheme, allowing visitors 
easy and convenient access to the Town Centre. 

g) The Council has received reports of long stay non-residential parking in 
off-street parking areas, hence their inclusion in the scheme. 

h) Problems were reported throughout the day and at weekends due to the 
close proximity of the shopping area. 

i) Persons ineligible for visitor permits may make use of the shared use 
parking bays at no cost. 

j) Daily visitor permits last all day and can be reused several times. 

k) Permit holders may park anywhere within that particular zone. 

l) A ‘Notice of Intention’ signifies the commencement of the statutory 
consultation process. 

m) The majority of the residents requiring this particular access maintained 
are content with the remarking of the existing hatched out area. They 
have also been granted eligibility to purchase permits in this area. 

4.5 There are 13 objections pertaining to the proposed restrictions for the 
Stanborough Area.  

See Appendix C 

Below is a summary of the grounds for objection. 

a) Downfields residents have more vehicles than they have parking 
spaces. 

b) We are not aware of any major parking problems in our area and do not 
experience high levels of non-resident parking. 
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c) Other than the letter of June 2018, we have received no other 
communication from the Council until now. 

d) What is the council doing about more parking spaces? In our street 
(Downfields) the footway is far too wide and could be narrowed. 

e) I am writing as a resident of Heather Road. There is no problems other 
than in the afternoon pick up for Stanborough School and not on 
Saturdays. 

f) Sundays are not covered by the permit scheme. 

g) The introduction of better parking and drop off/pick up arrangements at 
the school would be more appropriate. 

h) It is difficult to park in my street (Stacklands) due to residents from 
Springfields. 

i) The Council have put in driveways in Springfields but not in Stacklands. 
We should have the same rights. 

j) Stacklands residents did not support permit parking in the 2018 survey. 

k) Permits should be provided free of charge. 

l) Provide additional parking spaces instead. 

m) An earlier report carried out by the Council stated there were no parking 
capacity issues in Marsden Road. 

n) A 1hr restriction in the middle of the day in Marsden Road would 
address the issue and significantly reduce the costs of enforcing the 
scheme. 

o) Introducing double yellow lines down one side of the road would reduce 
the slalom effect and create more parking spaces. 

p) The costs of the permit scheme to residents was not made readily 
available to residents at the time of the survey. 

q) The imposition of a permit scheme would significantly impact house 
prices and the ability to sell properties on the road. 

r) Residents should be given one free permit a year. 

s) Each parking bay should be coded and given to the closest property 

t) At least 90% of the properties in Springfields have their own drive 
and/or garage. I can’t help but think this is a money making scheme for 
the Council. 

 

u) Springfields was not included in the initial proposals. 
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v) You intend to prevent people from parking across their own drives even 
if they have paid for a permit. 

w) Springfield House has an overspill parking area which sits empty for the 
majority of the time. The Spiritualist Church could also be utilised. 

x) Child safety should be at the heart of your plans and exclusions should 
be made during school pick up times. 

y) Residents don’t have the right to park outside their homes or to own as 
many vehicles as they wish to. 

z) Stanborough School does not have onsite parking for parents. Circling 
around the neighbouring roads to wait to see their child and jump in the 
car is neither safe nor good for climate change aspirations. 

4.6 The reasons for moving forward with the Stanborough Area restrictions are as 
follows: 

4.6.1 Responses to 4.5 

a) A permit zone allows residents/visitors the opportunity to park 
elsewhere in the zone should a particular road be full. 

b) A reason to include Downfields in the permit zone is to ‘future proof’ it 
against parking displacement from other areas who have elected to join 
the scheme. 

c) Letters were sent out to Stanborough Residents in March 2019. 
Information was contained within the letter that further consultation 
would take place with residents of Springfields. The decision to include 
Downfields was taken as a result of that consultation, when residents’ 
opinion in Springfields’ swung in favour of permit parking. 

d) All roads were investigated as to the possibility of providing parking 
improvements. One reason that may prevent their design is the 
existence of vehicle crossovers, as in this case. 

e) Problems were reported from Heather Road residents relating to out of 
school activities and visitors to the Lakes. 

f) Sundays will be considered for future schemes where demand for is 
high. Many residents however would like Sat/Sunday to be unrestricted. 

g) A number of meetings have been held with Stanborough School, 
Officers, residents and Councillors. An application to construct a layby 
near the school entrance did not comply with planning conditions. There 
are few areas outside the school where parking is now permitted during 
school hours. 

h) A permit zone allows residents/visitors the opportunity to park 
elsewhere in the zone should a particular road be full. 

i) Stacklands was on a previous work programme where these features 
were considered. 
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j) Correct – however the addition of Springfields to the scheme may lead 
to further parking displacement into Stacklands., hence its inclusion. 

k) Charges associated with permit parking schemes are agreed annually 
by Cabinet. 

l) See answer at (d) above. 

m) This report provided a snapshot of parking patterns at that time and 
took no record of residents’ opinion. The 2018 Parking Services Survey 
gave residents the opportunity to state their preferred options. 

n) This is incorrect. Enforcement Officers are tasked with carrying out their 
duties across the Borough. Before and after checks as suggested would 
detract from their other duties. 

o) Vehicles park all along one side pf the road in Stanborough Green. It 
has not created any more parking spaces and does not allow for 2-way 
traffic. 

p) An information sheet on resident permit schemes was included with 
each letter. Further information is available on the Council website. 

q) Our information is that properties where resident permit schemes 
operate actually have a higher resale value. 

r) See answer at (k) above. 

s) Permits are not issued to individual properties. 

t) All monies received by the Council pertaining to permit schemes are 
directed to their enforcement and administration. 

u) Springfields has been included at all stages of the consultation. 

v) Residents are allowed to park across the entrance to their drives where 
no yellow line restrictions exist. 

w) Complaints have been received from Springfield House residents of 
non-residents taking up their parking space. 

x) Government resources are targeted in reducing motorised journeys to 
school, not encouraging them. 

y) Residents do not have an inalienable right to park outside their own 
homes however there is no legislation to prevent them from purchasing 
more than one vehicle. 

z) Wherever possible, the local authority look to provide safe areas for 
school drop off and pick up, eg Park & Stride.  

 

 

4.7 There are six objections pertaining to the proposed Verge Protection Order. 
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See Appendix D 

Below is a summary of grounds for objection. 

a) There is not a problem with parking and people can park on the 
crossover. He would like things left as they are. 

b) I would like to formally object to the proposal in part – specifically the 
prohibition of parking on vehicle crossovers where the crossover can 
easily accommodate a car without obstruction to the highway or 
pathway. 

c) Our road is too narrow for standard sized cars to pass. Emergency 
vehicles will not have access. 

d) This is a disproportionate response to a limited number of complaints. 

4.8 The reasons for moving forward with the Verge Protection Order are as follows: 

4.8.1         a)    Vehicle Crossovers are not parking areas 

                 b)     The resident is disabled and has been informed that blue badge holders 
can park on vehicle crossovers for a period of up to 3 hrs. 

                 c)     Nearly all properties in this area have off-street parking. Additional 
vehicles can be parked elsewhere in the street where the carriageway 
is wider. 

                 d)     The introduction of verge protection orders has been welcomed across 
the Borough. The Council continue to receive requests for additional 
street protection. 

5 Legal Implication(s) 

5.1 TROs are created under the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984. Consultations 
follow a statutory legal process as set out in The Local Authorities' Traffic Orders 
(Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996. No other legal implications 
are inherent in relation to the proposals in this report. 

6 Financial Implication(s) 

6.1 The cost of TRO and Parking Improvement works recommended in this report 
will be funded through existing Parking Services revenue and capital budgets. 

7 Risk Management Implications 

7.1 Changing the parking conditions in the above mentioned roads could generate 
negative publicity. Some parking may be displaced into nearby roads.  

 

8 Security & Terrorism Implications 

8.1 There are no known security & terrorism implications in relation to the proposals 
in this report. 
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9 Human Resources 

9.1 There are no known Human Resources implications in relation to the proposals 
in this report. 

10 Communication and Engagement 

10.1 When making any changes to parking restrictions there is a statutory consultation 
process set out in the Local Authority Traffic Orders (Procedures) (England and 
Wales) Regulations 1996 which the Council needs to adhere to. This includes 
consulting directly with all affected parties and a number of statutory consultees, 
such as the Police and Hertfordshire County Council.  

10.2 Ward Members have been consulted as part of this process and no objections 
have been received relating to the proposals recommended in this report. 

10.3 In addition, Notices are required to be erected within all affected roads and 
advertised in the local newspaper, in this case the Welwyn Hatfield Times. 

10.4 This process has been carried out and there are no known implications in relation 
to the proposals in this report. 

11 Health and Wellbeing 

11.1 There are no known Health and Wellbeing implications in relation to the 
proposals in this report 

12 Procurement Implications 

12.1 There are no known procurement implications in relation to the proposals in this 
report. 

13 Climate Change Implication(s) 

13.1 There are no known climate change implications in relation to the proposals in 
this report. 

14 Link to Corporate Priorities 

14.1 This report is linked to the Council’s Corporate Priority Protect and Enhance the 
Environment, and specifically to the achievement to Deliver Effective Parking 
Services 

 Protect and enhance the environment and deliver effective parking services; 

 Engage with our communities and provide value for money 
 
 
 
 

 
15 Equality and Diversity 

15.1 I confirm that an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) has been carried out.  
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15.2 The EqIA found that there is potential for a positive impact on Disability and Age.. 
There is an inbuilt exemption to the Verge Protection Order which allows for the 
unloading and loading of goods and passengers. Blue badge holders may park 
without a permit in resident permit parking schemes and can park on double 
yellow line restrictions for up to 3 hrs 

15.3 Visitor vouchers may be purchased at a discounted rate for those persons in 
receipt of a DHS Pension 

Name of author                 Jack Carson 
Title                                   Parking Services Officer  
Date                                  30th March 2020 
 
 

Background papers to be listed (if applicable)  

Appendix E - Petitions 

Letter of petition – Birdcroft Road – Redacted example 

Letter of petition – University of the Third Age – Redacted Example 

Letter of petition – Marsden Green/Close – Redacted example  

Letter of petition – Farm Close – Redacted example 


